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A Family Business
In 1913, Max Starr immigrated to the United States and started Boston 
Showcase Company in Roxbury. More than one hundred years later, the third 
and fourth generations of the Starr family still own and operate the business 
and we consider all of our 40-plus employees part of our extended family. 
One of the advantages to our tightly run organization is there are no levels of 
bureaucracy, both for employees of the company and for you, the customer. 

Our commitment to service is what sets us apart!

State Street Provisions - Boston, MA Restaurant & Foodservice 
Equipment Layout & Design



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What do I need to provide to initiate a preliminary design?
To start the design, we prefer to have spatial dimensions for the entire facility in an 
electronic file format (AutoCAD preferred or PDF with dimensions). In addition, owners 
should have a menu concept, which will help when selecting equipment.

What type of projects do you work on?
We welcome all types of equipment layout and design projects. Everything from a cof-
fee kiosk to a 500-bed assisted living facility to a swanky downtown restaurant is in our 
wheelhouse.

Can I make changes to the design after I’ve signed the equipment 
contract?
Yes, we always expect some changes to be made and will review the final list several 
times with you. Once standard items have shipped from the factory or production of 
fabricated items has begun, there may be fees incurred.

What isn’t included in the equipment layout and design?
The equipment layout and design isn’t intended to replace architectural and engineer-
ing plans that are required by any city or town. Therefore, it doesn’t include architectural 
drawings and stamps, ADA compliance verification, emergency exit calculations, HVAC 
plans, construction documents, site condition plans, restaurant or foodservice permits.

Can I incorporate existing equipment into the design?
Absolutely! We’re happy to incorporate existing equipment or equipment purchased 
elsewhere into the layout. We’ll include icons on plans, note the items and list them as 
Not in Contract.

What if I choose to buy equipment elsewhere after the preliminary 
design is completed?
While our goal is to provide the equipment package after a preliminary design is 
complete, you may choose to purchase all or part of the equipment package elsewhere. 
If you do though, we’ll hang onto the deposit for our design/consultation services 
rendered.

We could simply say we’re EXPERTS in restaurant and foodservice equipment 
layout and design, but what does that mean to you? 

In short, we understand how to MAXIMIZE your operational efficiency and 
specify equipment that will deliver the best menu with the highest quality. 
We’re in the HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY and bring more to the table than sim-

ply selling you equipment.

 Our DESIGN EXPERTISE includes a team of professionals that bring a vast 
knowledge of the latest equipment trends and local foodservice codes 

(fire, electrical, plumbing) as well as manufacturer partners that get in the 
weeds alongside us to ensure a SUCCESSFUL project. 

•  On-site Consultation
•  Spatial Layout of All Foodservice Areas
•  Equipment List
•  Budgetary Equipment Quote
• Collaboration with Architects & 
 Interior Designers

• Final Layout with Equipment Schedule
•  MEP Drawings
•  Equipment Cut Book
•  Drawings for Custom-Fabricated Items

•  Project Management, Installation and 
 Warranty Service
• Coordination with GC and Trades
• Deliver and Set in Place Equipment

RECENT PROJECTS
• Davio’s - Multiple Locations

• Moody’s - Waltham, MA

• Beauport Hotel - Gloucester, MA

• AC Marriott- Aventura, FL

• Tapestry - Boston, MA

• Brighton Bodega - Brighton, MA

• Tiki Rock - Boston, MA

• State Street Provisions - Boston, MA

• The Hourly Oyster House  - 

 Cambridge, MA

• Carriage House at Lee’s Farm - 

 Wayland, MA

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

LIVE PROJECT


